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Visits and Outings Policy 

  

Going on visits outside the centre or nursery is an important part of the curriculum for children. 

Both visits to local, familiar places and new or less familiar places offer children opportunities for 

learning that are different from those which they can be offered in the centre.  

  

Children learn about the wider world, experiencing a range of different situations. The language 

used both during these visits and in recalling them when the children return to the centre is 

important. Children learn language in context, by talking with adults and hearing the language 

that adults use. By using the outside environment well we can both make important links to 

children’s lives outside the nursery and extend children’s learning into new areas.  

  

On admission, parents are asked to sign an agreement that their child may go on outings. In 

addition to this, for any outings beyond the local area and any involving public transport parents 

are given additional information.  

  

Outings are planned to support learning which is included in the planning for a particular week 

or longer period such as a half term.  Other regular outings are planned in order to ensure that 

children have access to learning about the world beyond the centre.  Whenever staffing allows, 

opportunities are taken to go out with children on other brief local outings.  

  

In order that children are kept safe and secure, strict adult ratios are maintained which exceed 

the ratios needed for any setting.  This also ensures children are able to benefit from 

opportunities to talk with adults one to one or in very small groups.  

  

Please also read and refer to the federation’s ‘Missing Child’ policy and ‘Critical Incident Plan’.  

  

The points below must be followed carefully for all outings.  

  



 

Guidance for visits from any nursery or centre  

  

• All outings must be agreed by the EHT, deputy head or senior teacher 

• All visits must have a risk assessment agreed and carried out by a member of the senior 

leadership team at least a week before the trip 

 • All risk assessments need to be signed off either by the EHT or the Deputy Head before the 

trip happens. If this does not happen in good time, the trip may be cancelled  

• All outings must be led by qualified staff and the number of adults must include enough 

qualified staff members to maintain at least the minimum staff/child ratio for the age group. 

(These minimum ratios are 1:3 for children under 2, 1:4 for 2 year olds, 1:8 for 3 and 4 year 

olds.  For outings the minimum would be 1:4 for 2-5 year olds)  

• A qualified member of the centre staff may take one child on a very local outing with 

agreement from the head, deputy head or senior teacher  

• Children must be grouped carefully and assigned to a specific adult  

• A named member of staff will always have responsibility for each group of children, even 

where there is a parent or other volunteer looking after the group  

• Children must wear a nursery identity badge, sticker or wristband  

• There must be a working mobile phone taken  

• Full information about children, adults, route, venue and timings, plus the telephone contact 

number should be left at reception. These details plus centre or nursery contact numbers should 

also be taken by the group leader and by other staff responsible for groups of children  

• On journeys beyond the immediate area staff should take with them contact details for children 

in case of emergency  

• Any coaches used should have suitable seat belts  

• An appropriate first aid kit should be taken  

• The federation’s critical incident plan must be read and understood by the lead person 

responsible for the trip before the trip goes ahead, especially if the trip is to central London  

  

Parents and carers, and other volunteers  

  

We welcome the support of parent and carers and other volunteers. Without their help we would 

not be able to plan as many outings for children. So that we are able to work together to make 

sure all the children are safe and feel secure during the outing, and get as much benefit as 

possible from the trip. 



 

  

• We discuss with parents how we work with children on outings, and the role of adults  

• We will share full details of what we have planned and how adults can help the children to 

learn from the experience  

• No parent or volunteer will be responsible for children on their own. There will always be a 

named staff member 

 • Parents/carers/volunteer cannot accompany a child other than their own to the toilet without a 

member of staff. This is so that everyone is protected.  

  

Check sheet for visits from nursery or centre  

  

Beforehand 

• Route/venue used recently by staff accompanying outing?  

• If so, is risk assessment in place, and reviewed for this visit? If new/unfamiliar to staff has a 

pre-visit been made?  

• Has risk assessment been drawn up and discussed with SLT?  

• Are staffing ratios agreed and in place? 

 • Parents/carers notified and consent received? (If regular trip this may have been agreed for 

series of visits.)  

• Have medical conditions and dietary needs of children been accounted for?  

• Information given re clothing/packed lunch/suitable bags etc  

• School packed lunch ordered/drinks organised etc  

  

On day of visit 

• Details of visit/risk assessment in place at nursery or centre?  

• Contact for staff/venue left at nursery/centre?  

• List of children and staff in place at nursery/centre?  

• List of children/home contacts with staff for visit. (This is necessary for visits  

• Outside immediate area.)   

• List includes details of any health or dietary needs?  

• First aid resources taken?  



 

• Check all children have enough/suitable lunch.  

• Booking confirmation/itinerary (including time to leave venue) taken?  

• Does the nursery or centre know what will be your plan in case of a critical incident or 

emergency?  

  

Before leaving nursery of centre check that:  

• All staff know groupings of children and responsibility - clearly marked on children list.  

• All other adults are aware of focus of visit and general visit protocols.  

• All adults are aware of any areas/times when particular strategies need to minimise risks.  

• All children have centre contact badge securely attached to clothing/on wrist.  

  

Keeping Safe on Outings 

Additional Guidance Please read and think about the following before you ever need to use it.  

 

IF A CHILD IS MISSING  

By ensuring that every single child is with a named adult, all adults are aware of safety 

procedures and the member of staff in charge of the group is regularly checking that everything 

is being done to keep children safe. All children should be safe with a responsible adult at all 

times.   

Risk assessments should have highlighted any part of the journey or any areas where adults 

should ensure even closer supervision (e.g. where children must always hold adult’s hand).  

However, even with the most careful and thorough planning and supervision, it is possible that a 

child may move away from the group. If this happens, the checks that should be in place should 

ensure that this is noticed immediately and therefore the chance of any harm coming to the 

child will be greatly reduced. The federation’s ‘Missing Child’ procedures should then be 

followed.  

KEEP CALM AND REMIND ALL ADULTS TO KEEP CALM PANIC DOES NOT HELP IN ANY 

WAY AND MAY BE DANGEROUS  

The most senior member of staff at the point when the child is noticed/reported missing is 

responsible for taking immediate action.  

 

 



 

Give instructions to adults about remaining with their children and allocate adult/s to take charge 

of your children. Keep the rest of the party together or give instructions about wait point/return to 

meeting point if the group has been divided.  Calmly, but very quickly, ask others (children and 

adults) about the missing child. All this time you will be aware of what is around you.  

These guidelines need to be interpreted in relation to the size of group/number of adults and 

local situation/venue.  

 

Make a decision based on the venue. If in a venue such as a gallery, you should go immediately 

to alert any security staff nearby/education staff about missing child so that they can put into 

effect their procedures. Then call Dorothy Gardner Centre / Mary Paterson Nursery school / 

Queens Park Children’s Centre who will notify parents/Westminster.  

  

 

 


